This paper presents a content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system that incorporates real-valued Multiple Instance Leaming (MIL) into the user relevance feedback (RF) to learn the user's subjective visual concepts, especially where the user's most interested region and how to map the local feature vector of that region to the high-level concept pattern of the user. RF provides a way to obtain the subjectivity of the user's high-level visual concepts, and MIL enables the automatic learning of the user's high-level concepts. The user interacts with the CBIR system by relevance feedback in a way that the extent to which the image samples retrieved by the system are relevant to the user's intention is labeled. The system in tum applies the MIL method In find user's most interested image region from the feedback. A multilayer neural network that is trained progressively through the feedback and leaming procedure is used to map the low-level image features to the high-level concepts.
INTRODUCTION
A good CBlR system should have the capability of leaming the users' visual concepts and adapting to them accordingly since different users may have different visual concepts or different intentions even on the same query image. For instance, by submining a query image including multiple objects such as river and mountain, one user may look for those images with mountains; while another user may be more interested in the river and do not care about the mountain. The CBIR system, however, could not understand this kind of user subjectivity directly from the query image. In this paper, we propose a CBIR system that can dynamically learn the visual concept of a specific user from the user's relevance feedback. Especially, it can simultaneously find out the user's most interested image region and learn the mapping relation between the low-level image features of the images and the user's concept. The proposed CBlR system has the following three features.
First, the user has the opportunity to interact with the system by user Relevance Feedback (RF) during the retrieval process. Relevance feedback is an interactive and iterative process between the user and the retrieval system to bridge the gap between low-level image features and high-level concepts Different from many other CBlR systems that use RF in a way that the user can give only positive or negative feedback to a sample image, our CBIR system provides a more precise RF 0-7803-7965-9/03/$I7.00 02003 IEEE 1-321 mechanism by allowing the user to indicate the percentage that a sample image meets the user's concepts. This proposed CBlR system then undertakes the learning process to best match the user's concepts from the user's relevance feedback. This process iterates until a satisfactory result is obtained for the user.
Second, in our proposed CBIR system, the real-valued
Multiple Instance Leaming (MIL) is integrated into the query refining process to leam the region of interest from user relevance feedback and to tell the system to shift its focus of anention to that region. In the scenario of MIL, the labels of individual instances in the training data are not available; instead the labeled unit is a set of instances (bag). In other words, a training example is a labeled hag. The goal of learning is to obtain a hypothesis from the training examples that generates labels to the unseen bags. The MIL technique is originally used in molecule categorization in the context of drug activity prediction where each molecule (bag) is represented by a bag of possible conformations (instances) [6]. In image retrieval, each image is viewed as a bag of image regions (instances). However, though the user may only be interested in a specific region (instancc) of an image (bag), he/she can only give relevance feedback on the whole image (bag). In this context, MIL can he applied to leam the region of interest. In our proposed CBlR system, the traditional 2-valued (Positive and Negative) MIL is extended to the real-valued MIL since the user's label on an image is actually a real value in the closed interval [0, 1] . Third, the neural network technology is applied to map the low-level image features to the user's concepts. The parameters in the neural network are dynamically updated according to the user relevance feedback during the whole retrieval process to best represent the user's concepts. In this sense, it is similar to the re-weighting techniques in the RF approach.
The remaining of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the details of the Multiple Instance Leaming techniques used in our CBlR system. Section 3 describes the proposed CBlR system using user relevance feedback and the real-valued Multiple Instance Leaming. The experimental results are analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper.
REAL-VALUED MULTIPLE INSTANCE LEARNING
In original Multiple Instance Learning, the label of each bag is In our proposed real-valued Multiple Instance Learning framework,. the Minimum Square Error (MSE) criterion Is adopted. That is, we try to leam the hypotheses i , and i, to minimize the function shown in Equation (2) (1)
In addition, in our algorithm, the Multilayer Feed-Fonvard Neural Network is used as the hypothesis i, and the Backpropagation (BP) learning method is used to train the neural network to minimizeSE. Hence, we need to calculate the first partial derivative of function E = (L, -M F b , (I,) 9' on the neural network parameters y = { y k } .
In order to differentiate the function E , we first need to calculate the differentiation of the MAX function. As mentioned in [7] , the differentiation of the MAX function results in a 'pointer' that specifies the source of the maximum. Let ' a y ax,
Equation (4) gives the formula to differentiate the MAX function and thus the first partial derivative of function E on the neural network parameters y = { yi } can be calculates as follows:
where it is assumed that the slh instance of bag B, has the maximumvalue, i.e., ~, ( I~) = M V~, ( /~) ] Equation (5) provides a way to calculate the first partial derivative of the function SE on the neural network parameters where -is easy to calculate although the particular formula depends on the specific structure of the neural network used in practice. In addition, it is worth to point out that the instance with the maximum label in each bag (i.e., ) may be different at each iteration during the neural network training procedure, whereas the fundamental formula remains the same. ay i
THE PROPOSED CBIR SYSTEM
In a CBIR system, the user submits a query example (image) and the CBIR system retrieves the images that are most similar to the query image from the image database. However, in many cases, when a user submits a query image, what the user really interested in is just a region (an object) of the image. Our proposed CBIR system first segments the image into multiple regions and then uses the user's relevance feedback and the proposed real-valued Multiple Instance Learning to automatically capture the user-interested region during the query refining process. Another advantage of our method is that the underlying mapping between the local visual feature vector of that region and the user's high-level concept can be progressively discovered through the feedback and learning procedure.
The automatic segmentation method proposed in the Blobworld system [E] is used in our system to segment the image into multiple regions. In Blobworld, the joint distribution of the color, texture and Iccation features is modeled using a mixture of Gaussian. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) method is used to estimate the parameten of the Gaussian Mixhlre model and Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle is used to select the best number of components in the Gaussian Mixture model. Three texture features, three color features and two shape features arc extracted from each region after image segmentation, and are used as the low-level feature vector to represent each region.
It is assumed that the user is only interested in one region of an image. In other words, there exists a mapping between a region of an image and the user's concept. Our system uses the Multilayer Feed-Forward Neural Network to map a low-level feature vector a real value in [O,I] which represents how much the region meets the user's concept. The extent to which an image belonging to the user's concept is the maximum one of all its regions. Therefore, an image can be viewed as a bag and its regions are the instances of the bag in Multiple Instance Learning (MIL). During the image retrieval procedure, the user's feedback can provide the labels for the retrieved images based on the user's own concept about the images. Since the labels are assigned to the individual images, not on individual regions, the image remeval task can he viewed as a MIL task aiming to leam the neural network, identify the user's most interested region and capture the user's high-level concept from the low-level features.
At the beginning of retrieval, the learning method is not applicable since there arc no training examples available. Hence, we use a simple distance-based metric to measure the similarity of two images. Assume Image A consists of n regions and Image E consists of m regions, where A={A;) (i=l ,..., n)and B = ( E , ) (j = I , . . . , m ) . The difference between Images A and B is defined as:
D(A,B)= (ll~, -B , / ]
(6) wherelA,-B,l is the Euclidean distance between two feature vectors of region A, and B,. This metric implies that the similarity between two images is decided by the maximum similarity between any two regions of these two images.
Upon the first round of retrieving those "most similar'' images according to Equation (6), the user can give their feedbacks by labeling each retrieved image and a set of training examples can be constructed based on the user feedbacks. Then the real-valued MIL is applied to train the neural network and the trained neural network generates a similarity measurement for each image in the database and retrieves the most similar ones to the user. The feedback and leaming arc executed iteratively. Moreover, during the feedback and learning process, the capturing of user's high-level concept is refined until the uscr satisfies. At that time, the query process can be terminated by the user.
Compared with other CBIR systems using the RF techniques, our method differs in the following two aspects. 1) Unlike other recent efforts in the RF techniques that deal with the global image properties of the query image, our method first segments the image into regions that roughly correspond to objects and takes those regions as basic processing unit. 2) In many eases, what the user is really interested in is just a region of the image. However, the user can only provide the feedback on the whole image. How to effectively identify the user's most interested region (object) to more precisely capture the user's high-level concepts based on the feedback on the whole image have not received much attention yet. To achieve that, our system applies the real-valued MIL technique to discover the user's interested region from user relevance feedback.
Compared with other MIL-based CBIR systems, our system has the following advantages. I) Instead of manually dividing each image into many overlapping regions [4], we adopt the Blobworld image segmentation method [E] to partition the images in a more natural way. 2) [SI also proposed an approach to apply MIL into content-based image retrieval. However, it is not very clear how the user interacts with the CBIR system to provide the training images and the associated labeling information. While in our system, the user gives a real-valued label on the sample images through relevance feedback and thus provides the training examples for MIL. This way is very efficient since the user can easily generate the examples from the initial retrieved results. It also makes the retrieval process more precise because the retrieved images have similar featureslcontents with the query image and the users may have different focuses of attention. By putting negative feedback on those images that do not meet user's specific concepts despite of the similar image features, the system can bener distinguish user's real needs from the "noisy" or unrelated information via MIL. 3) In our system, the neural network is used to map the low-level image features to the user's concepts. The parameters of the neural network arc adaptively updated during the feedback process. This has the similar function of the feature reweighing in the traditional RF techniques.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We select 2,500 images of various categories from the Corel image library to build our own image repository for the system testing purpose. In our experiments, a three-layer Feed-Forward Neural Network is used. Specifically, the input layer has eight neurons with each of them corresponding to one of the eight low-level image features. The output layer has only one neuron and its output indicates the extent to which an image region meets the user's concept. The number of neurons at the hidden layer is experimentally set to eight. We have constructed a CBIR system and conducted a number of experiments. Figure 1 shows the interface of this system and the initial retrieval results using the distance-based metric of image similarity defined in Equation (6). The query image is at the top-left comer. The interface allows the user to press the 'Get' button to select the query image or the 'Query' button to execute a query. The query results are listed from top left to bottom right in decreasing order of their similarities to the query image. The user can also use the scroll bar under each image to input hisiher feedback on that image and carry out the next round of retrieval. The user's concept is then learned by the system in a progressively way through the user feedback, and the refined query will r e m a new collection of the matching images to the user. It needs to be noted that it usually converges after 5 iterations of the relevant feedbacks and in many cases, the user's most interested region (object) of the query image can be discovered from our experiments. Therefore, the quew performance can be improved. As can be seen from Figure I , there is a horse on the lawn in the query image and it is assumed that the object the user is really interested in is the hone (not the lawn). In the initial remeved images, many of them contain lawns or green mountains without any animal object in them. These images are retrieved because they have regions very similar to the lawn region of the query image. However, what the user really needs is the images with the horse object in them. Figure 2 shows the retrieved images after 5 iterations of user feedback. In fact, the image repository consists of eight images with the horse object and all of them have been successfully retrieved by the system and especially with higher similarities, whereas those images with only lawn or the green mountain are filtered out during the feedback and leaming procedure. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed CBIR system with the real-valued MIL and RF.
CONCLUSION
A CBlR system with real-valued Multiple Instance Learning and Relevance Feedback to learn user's high-level concepts from low-level image features is developed. The real-valued Multiple Instance Learning allows the user to specify the degree of preference for hisiher specific interested region in an image to more precisely capture hisher high-level concepts. In order to test the performance of the proposed CBIR system, several experiments were conducted and the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed CBIR system.
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